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Idahoans to decide on Medicaid
expansion

FILE--In this July 6, 2018, file photo, Dr. Kathleen Romito, M.D. hands a box full
of signatures from Ada County to Kelly Goughnour, both of Boise, Idaho, at the
Idaho Statehouse in Boise, Idaho. In a bucket-brigade-style delivery of more
than 70,000 voter petitions from 44 counties, Idahoans For Healthcare
volunteers delivered signatures to the Idaho Secretary of State calling for
placement of a Medicaid expansion initiative the ballot. Voters will decide
Proposition 2’s fate Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2018. Idaho Statesman via AP, file Darin
Oswald
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Idahoans to decide on Medicaid expansion
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BOISE, Idaho
Of all the decisions Idaho voters are making on election day, the decision on
whether to expand Medicaid to more low-income Idahoans might be the one that
hits closest to home for many.
The citizen initiative called Proposition 2 would expand Medicaid coverage to
potentially more than 60,000 low-income adults across the state. Those residents
are dubbed the "gap population," people who make too much to qualify for
Medicaid in its current form but don't earn enough to get subsidized health
insurance coverage under the state health insurance exchange.
Those living in the gap can find themselves with no way to get medical care
except for emergency room settings, and the costs of those hospital visits often
fall on hospitals, local municipalities and the state.
The Medicaid measure is one of several high-profile items before Idahoans on
Tuesday's ballot, including a governor's race, a schools superintendent contest
and other measures.
Proponents of Proposition 2 say that expanding Medicaid coverage to that
impoverished but uninsured population would ultimately drive down state health
costs by reducing the costs of indigent care borne by local governments and
health care facilities. The Medicaid expansion would be primarily covered by
federal tax dollars, although the state would also have to kick in a portion of
funding. Still, proponents say the state would also save money because it would
allow working low-income Idahoans to be healthier, able to contribute to the
economy and care for their families.
But opponents say Medicaid expansion would be bad for the state and it could
pull state money from other needs like education and infrastructure. They also
argue that allowing able-bodied low-income adults to access Medicaid would
serve as a financial shortcut for some rather than expecting them to come up
with ways to cover their own health care costs.
Voters in Idaho aren't the only residents to be considering Medicaid expansion
election day. Nebraska and Utah have similar ballot initiatives, and an initiative in
Montana seeks to raise a tobacco tax to keep funding a Medicaid expansion that
is set to expire.
Another ballot initiative, Proposition 1, is also drawing voters. Proposition 1
would legalize historical instant horse racing terminals, slot-like betting machines
that allow players to place bets based on horse races that happened in the past.
The machines have had a contentious past in Idaho, with lawmakers first
approving them in 2013 after proponents said the machines would raise money
needed to help keep the struggling horse racing industry alive.

But lawmakers made that decision mostly sight unseen. Once they realized the
machines included slot machine-like features - including videos of rolling wheels
with cherries, diamonds and other more traditional slot-machine images - some
lawmakers had second thoughts.
In 2015, lawmakers repealed the instant horse racing law, and though Gov. C.L.
"Butch" Otter vetoed the repeal, he missed the veto deadline and the veto didn't
survive a court challenge.
That's when proponents of horse racing and the instant racing terminals
launched an effort to bring them back through a ballot initiative. Proposition 1
seeks to legalize historical horse race betting at race tracks where the state has
already allowed live or simulcast racing.
Proponents have said the revenue from instant racing is needed to keep Idaho's
horse-racing industry alive. The initiative calls for 90 cents of every dollar
wagered to go toward bettors' winnings. Nine cents from every dollar would go
toward expenses, races purses and profits. And a penny of each dollar would
also go to the Idaho Racing Commission, to be split between public schools and
other programs.
Opponents, meanwhile, contend Proposition 1 is actually about casino-style
gambling rather than horse racing, and that struggling private businesses
shouldn't get special exceptions to the law designed simply to keep them afloat.
Both Proposition 1 and 2 in Idaho had to reach a high bar just to make it to the
ballot. That's because Gov. C.L. "Butch" Otter signed legislation in 2013
toughening the requirements for citizen initiatives and referendum measures to
qualify for a statewide ballot. The move came after Idaho voters used initiatives
to ditch unpopular school reform efforts the Legislature had approved the
previous year.
The tougher rules meant that instead of needing signatures 6 percent of
registered voters to qualify a measure for the ballot, proponents now had to get
signatures from 6 percent of the registered voters (at least 56,000 people) in at
least 18 of Idaho's 35 legislative districts.
The enthusiasm appeared to carry through in early voting on both initiatives.
David Lopez, a Boise software engineering, said Medicaid expansion was his
priority on the ballot.
"I want it more accessible for people. That's the most important thing by far,"
Lopez said after casting a ballot during early voting at Boise City Hall last week.
Terence Lamanna, a retired Boise resident, said Proposition 1 is the biggest issue
on the ballot for him this year.

"I'm a big horse racing fan," Lamanna said, saying the historical horse racing
terminals are needed to keep the industry alive.
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Initiative 427 calls for Medicaid
expansion

Proponents say it will help thousands
of Nebraskans without health care.
Opponents say it will cut services for
those already on Medicaid.
Hide Transcript Show Transcript
OMAHA, Neb. —
After legislation to expand Medicaid failed six times since 2013, some concerned
citizens formed, Insure the Good Life. They gathered 135,000 signatures to get
Initiative 427 on the midterm ballot.
"We've seen insurance rates rise 200 percent in four years, people are sicker and
the cost of health care insurance is not getting cheaper," Meg Mandy, campaign
director for Insure the Good Life said.
Mandy said the initiative would help 90,000 Nebraskans stuck in the coverage
gap.
"These are people who are working as hard as they can at jobs that just don't
come with health insurance and they make too much money to qualify for
Medicaid now," Mandy said.
Americans for Prosperity is against the Medicaid expansion.

"Medicaid is intended for the elderly, developmentally disabled, low income
children and low income pregnant women and now expanding that to include 19
through 64-year-old able bodied childless adults put the services at risk for those
it was intended for," Jessica Shelburn said.
Mandy said a yes vote will bring millions of dollars back to the state.
"That money from tax payers is being used to pay the health care for the
workers in 33 other states that already has expanded Medicaid," Mandy said.
While Shelburn wonders where the state will find the extra money to pay for the
new health care coverage. She said it will add about one percent to the state
budget.
"If we have to fill budget gaps and we cut those services then individuals in the
Medicaid expansion and those in the traditional population for Medicaid are
losing." Shelburn said.
AlertMe
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Is A Medicaid Wave In the Making?
November 1, 2018 Doi: 10.1377/hblog20181030.522198

Ever since the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2012 that states must have an option
whether or not to expand Medicaid as authorized in the Affordable Care Act,
expansion has been a long, slow slog, state by state, inch by inch. While blue
states had mostly lined up to expand Medicaid by 2013, nearly every purple and
red state proved to be a battlefield. Today, 19 states have yet to expand, with
31 in the “yes” column (plus the District of Columbia) (see table 1). The last
state to expand, #31, was Louisiana in mid-2016. But, might a mighty Medicaid
wave be coming courtesy of the November 6th elections? The answer is a
definite maybe.

Right now, all that’s certain is that Virginia will become state #32 to expand
Medicaid in January. The state enacted the 400,000-person expansion last May,
albeit with a “work requirement” to be filed with the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) sometime in 2019.
Maine is certain to become #33 early next year if Democratic Attorney General
Janet Mills wins the Governor’s Chair. In November 2017, Maine voters
approved expansion—59-41 percent—in a state ballot initiative. Departing
Republican Governor Paul LePage refused to implement the expansion in spite of
strong legislative support to do so, as well as an order from Maine’s highest
court. In previous years, the Legislature failed by only a small number of votes
to override LePage’s vetoes (5 times). Progressive forces expect to pick up state
legislative seats on November 6th, so it’s also possible expansion could happen
with a new Republican governor, supportive or not.

State Adoption Of ACA Medicaid
Expansion (By Year)

SOURCE: Advisory Board. “Where the States Stand on Medicaid Expansion.”
June 8 2018. Accessed Oct. 29 2018 at: https://www.advisory.com/dailybriefing/resources/primers/medicaidmap

Medicaid On the Ballot
Activists in three states—Idaho, Nebraska, and Utah—are standing in the wings
hoping to be states #34, 35, and 36 depending on the outcomes of state ballot
initiatives in each of them on November 6th. Montana has an initiative on the
ballot to continue its expansion with dedicated funding.

While Idaho’s departing Governor Butch Otter fought consistently against
Medicaid expansion throughout his tenure, he recently changed his position and
announced his support for the Medicaid ballot initiative. Republican gubernatorial
candidate Brad Little says he will respect the ballot initiative’s outcome—even

though the measure does not specify how to finance the 10 percent financing
match states will need to pay by 2020 (7 percent in 2019). Two organizations,
Idahoans for Healthcare and Reclaim Idaho raised $594,191 by the late
September reporting deadline, while the opposition Work, Not ObamaCare has
raised $29,999. Idaho’s Hospital and Medical Associations contributed nearly
$200,000 to the “yes” effort. Recent polling shows 66 percent support, including
77 percent from independents and 53 percent from Republicans. The yes
campaign co-chair is Republican State Representative Christy Perry.
Nebraska previously did not have enough support to overturn a Governor’s veto
against expansion. Nebraska Governor Pete Rickets maintains his opposition as
he coasts toward an easy re-election. But it’s a spirited race for Nebraska
Initiative 427, the Medicaid Expansion Initiative that would cover an estimated
90,000 low-income Nebraskans. The lead organization—Insure the Good Life—
has raised $1.69 million as of late September to support a yes vote, versus $0 by
the opposition Americans for Prosperity. The “yes” camp’s largest contributor is a
national progressive political action committee called the “Fairness Project” which
also backed the 2017 Maine Medicaid initiative and which has donated $1.19
million. Other key supporters include the Nebraska Hospital Association, the
state health center association, Nebraska AARP and 24 other organizations.
Of the three ballot initiative campaigns, Utah’s is the most compelling.
Proposition 3 would raise the state’s sale tax from 4.70 to 4.85 percent to fully
finance the expansion for 150,000 low-income Utah residents. In 2021, that is
projected to raise $88 million to cover the state’s projected $78 million share of
the $846 million total expansion cost (the federal government pays the rest). A
February 2018 poll showed 68 percent support among Utah voters. As in
Nebraska, the national Fairness Project is driving the campaign, providing $2.7 of
the $2.83 million raised as of late September. A wide array of health care and
religious organizations are public supporters. No organization is registered with
the state in public opposition to the initiative, as of late September.
To thwart the proposal, in March, Governor Gary Herbert signed House Bill 472
into law to expand Medicaid for individuals with household incomes no higher
than 95 percent of the federal poverty line, as opposed to 138 percent in
Proposition 3, as authorized under the ACA. HB472 would also impose work
requirements on many enrollees and would cover 90,000 as opposed to the
initiative’s 150,000. Earlier this year, the Trump Administration rejected a plan
similar to HB472 that was advanced by Oklahoma to expand Medicaid eligibility
no higher than 100 percent of the federal poverty level. So it is unclear whether
the Trump Administration will allow the Utah HB472 expansion to go forward.
Montana is another state with a Medicaid expansion ballot initiative facing the
voters on November 6th, but to continue the existing expansion. The state
expanded Medicaid in 2015, though only through 2019. The November 6th ballot
will present an initiative, I-185, to continue expansion past 2019 by raising
tobacco taxes by $2 a pack as the state’s funding source. Healthy Montana for I185 backers have raised $4.8 million and are battling the tobacco industry in the
form of Montanans Against Tax Hikes (MATH) which has invested at least $12
million to defeat the initiative; 97 percent of the MATH’s money has come from

Altria Client Services, maker of Marlboro cigarettes and other smoking products.
If voters approve, the expansion will continue without restraints. If the
referendum fails, the legislature still could pass a new funding law, likely with a
work requirement attached.

Other Election Day Impacts
Of the 14 remaining non-expansion states, the November 6th results may have
consequential impact. If Democratic candidates win currently competitive
gubernatorial races in Florida, Georgia, Kansas, and Wisconsin, and pick up
legislative seats, that could alter the Medicaid expansion equation. This would
be especially true in Kansas where prior expansion efforts were thwarted by a
narrow inability to override gubernatorial vetoes by only three votes. In other
states, notably North Carolina with Democratic Governor Roy Cooper, significant
Democratic gains in the state legislature may also have a consequential impact.
Some noteworthy features of this issue are worth considering. First, in many of
these remaining states with Republican control, the price of expansion is likely to
include work requirements on many newly eligible enrollees—as occurred in
Virginia this past year. Unless ruled illegal by the federal courts, this national
experiment will more than likely run at least for the duration of Republican
control of the executive branch. As is apparent from the track record in Arkansas
thus far, this is about values and ideology more than dollars and sense.
Second, after six years of fighting the Medicaid expansion wars, it is clear that
most expansion opponents are not going to change their minds. Not much is left
to say that hasn’t been said countless times before. As we saw in Virginia, a
change of mind accompanies a change in occupants of legislative and
gubernatorial seats. And in the four November 6th ballot initiative states, if
successful, we should anticipate that one or more of the affected Governors may
imitate Maine Governor LePage in seeking to block expansion in spite of voter
sentiment.

Third, in spite of all the uproar, it is significant that not one expansion state has
gone back on it, or even considered doing so. The closest an expansion came to
a rollback was the election of hard right conservative Matt Bevin as Kentucky’s
governor in 2015. Bevin abandoned his pledge to repeal Kentucky’s groundbreaking and successful Medicaid expansion early in his gubernatorial campaign,
and never returned to that stance, turning to mandatory work requirements as
the next best thing.
Much like how the public’s support for banning pre-existing condition exclusions
has become calcified in the public’s mind from the battles of 2017 and 2018,
similarly the expansion of Medicaid has become hard-wired into public
consciousness in the states that adopted it.
I have yet to read an insider’s account on how and why the U.S. Supreme Court
lined up 7 votes to secure their atrocious 2012 ruling to make Medicaid

expansion an option for states. It is true that their decision played a role in
compelling Americans to grapple with and understand the rationale and
importance for Medicaid expansion. But at what a damn price!

John McDonough is a professor of practice at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health.
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It’s Not Just About Pre-Existing
Conditions — Medicaid Is On The
Ballot Too
Health insurance for literally millions depends on what happens in the midterm
elections.
X
CHELSEA, Mich. ― People who depend on the Affordable Care Act’s protections
for people with pre-existing conditions have a great deal at stake in Tuesday’s
elections. But so do people who rely on Medicaid, even though they’ve gotten a
lot less attention this election cycle.
Aaron Robertson is one of those people. Robertson, 35, lives in Chelsea,
Michigan, a city of roughly 5,000 people that’s about an hour’s drive west of
Detroit. He works in a downtown coffee shop, making enough money to support
himself but not enough to buy health insurance. He went without coverage for
many years until 2015, when he signed up for Michigan’s version of Medicaid.
The timing was fortuitous, because just a few months later, while helping his
uncle perform some maintenance on a boat, he slipped off a 12-foot ladder and
shattered several bones in his foot. The treatment would eventually involve two
separate surgeries, plus months of rehabilitation.
It was painful, except in the financial sense. Medicaid took care of bills, leaving
him with only a handful of out-of-pocket expenses.
“I was lucky,” Robertson told me during a recent interview, on a rainy evening
just days before the election. Without Medicaid, he figures, he would have ended
up bankrupt and maybe permanently disabled, because he would have skipped

follow-up care and probably the second surgery, even though the first procedure
didn’t fully repair the damage.
“I probably couldn’t work, I’m not sure what I would have done,” Robertson said.
“How can you afford anything if you can’t work?”

HUFFPOST PHOTO/Jonathan Cohn
Aaron Robertson enrolled in Medicaid when Michigan expanded the program and,
shortly afterwards, he shattered his foot. “I’m really hoping they don’t take it
away,” he says. “That would hurt a lot of people.”
Robertson was able to get on Medicaid because Michigan is one of 33 states
that, along with the District of Columbia, has decided to take part in the ACA’s
expansion of the program.
That means the states have opened up their Medicaid programs to anybody with
income below or just above the poverty line, instead of restricting enrollment to
narrowly defined groups like children, pregnant women and people with
disabilities. The federal government picks up most of the cost.
The effects have been dramatic. More than 680,000 Michiganders have gotten
coverage through the expansion, according to official estimates. And that’s
emblematic of what’s happened across the country.
Overall, roughly 14 million people got insurance because of the Medicaid
expansion, and that is the single biggest reason that the number of people
without coverage has fallen to historic lows since the ACA took effect.

But those gains could vanish, depending on what happens Tuesday.
If Republicans hold onto both houses of Congress, they will almost certainly try
once again to repeal the ACA. And if the legislation they consider looks anything
like the proposals that they tried to pass last year, it will both eliminate the extra
federal funding for the Medicaid expansion and ratchet down what the federal
government spends on the rest of the program, as well.
Most states would respond by dramatically pulling back on their Medicaid
programs, returning eligibility to what it was before the expansion and cutting
back on services even for traditional groups like children and the disabled.
As the writer Andrew Sprung put it recently at healthinsurance.org, Republican
proposals “could permanently cripple Medicaid.”
An easy way to measure the impact is by looking at the people who would have
lost coverage if the American Health Care Act, the repeal bill that House
Republicans passed in 2017, had become law. Overall, the Congressional Budget
Office concluded, the number of people on Medicaid would have fallen by 14
million, effectively wiping out the last few years’ gains.

Where Millions Stand To Lose Coverage
That’s a big number, obviously. But it’s a meaningful one too.
A slew of studies, many based on data from the last few years since the
expansion has gone into effect, show conclusively that, relative to people with no
insurance, people on Medicaid end up better off. That might sound obvious, but
it’s actually something that conservative critics of the program, including some
with powerful positions in President Donald Trump’s administration, have
questioned.
Some of the most recent evidence of Medicaid’s effectiveness happens to come
from Michigan, where researchers from the University of Michigan have found
that people who got Medicaid coverage were more likely to get cardiac services,
for example, and less prone to large credit card debts, evictions and bankruptcy
declarations.
Nancy Paul, executive director of Faith in Action in Chelsea, doesn’t need a study
to tell her about the expansion’s impact.

“It’s really easy, four or five years into this expansion from the Affordable
Care Act, to forget what it was like for people.” Nancy Paul, director of
Chelsea’s Faith in Action organization
For years, her organization worked with a local doctor and nurse to offer basic
medical services for the poor. They stopped after the Medicaid expansion took

effect because they realized it was no longer necessary. Would-be patients were
finding their way to doctors, clinics and hospitals where they could get care on
their own, and with Medicaid paying the cost.
“It’s really easy, four or five years into this expansion from the Affordable Care
Act, to forget what it was like for people,” Paul said.
She thinks especially of working parents whose children qualified for coverage
under the old criteria but who had no way to pay for their own care. “If you’re a
single parent and trying to take care of your kids and be a decent parent, and
you can’t even take yourself to the doctor, how can you do it? You’re going to be
in big trouble.”

Where Millions Stand To Gain Coverage
More than a thousand miles away, in Boise, Idaho, Penny Beach tells a very
similar story ― with one critical twist.
Beach is medical director at the Family Medicine Residency of Idaho, a clinic that
serves uninsured patients in and around the city. She doesn’t have to remember
what it was like before the Medicaid expansion, because Idaho is one of those 17
states where the Republican officials in charge have refused to take the extra
federal money.
Since eligibility hasn’t budged, most of the state’s low-income population still
doesn’t qualify.

Jonathan Cohn/HuffPost
If Idaho expands Medicaid, Diann Sivels-Sharrer could finally get surgery for an
injury that’s making it difficult for her to keep working.
Beach, who has been treating underserved populations for roughly 20 years,
says that she is sure she’s seen patients suffer because clinics like hers simply
can’t provide the kind of specialty services that patients need. Sometimes, she
says, patients without insurance are afraid to come in and get tests because they
worry so much about how they won’t be able to pay for care.

“I’ve had to admit patients to the hospital, people in their 50s suffering from
heart attacks or strokes, because they have never been in to seek care for blood
pressure or diabetes, even though maybe they could have found care,” Beach
said.
One of Beach’s patients is Diann Sivels-Sharrer, a 57-year-old home health aide.
She tends to a mother and daughter, each with mental and physical disabilities,
but she also has serious health problems of her own, including a serious tear in
her groin muscle that she thinks she got while lifting a wheelchair.
She needs surgery but hasn’t gotten it yet, because she doesn’t have insurance
and can’t pay the bills. When I met her a few weeks ago, at the Boise clinic, she
needed to stand up and walk around in order to alleviate the pain.

What Voters May Understand ― And What
They May Not
Beach and Sivels-Sharrer are hoping for a change in fortunes ― and they may
get one. Idaho is one of three deeply conservative states where activists have
taken matters into their own hands and gathered signatures for initiatives that
would obligate states to accept federal money and expand Medicaid.
In two other states where Republicans have blocked expansion, Florida and
Georgia, Democratic gubernatorial candidates Andrew Gillum and Stacey Abrams
have pledged to push for expansion if they are elected.
Medicaid has gotten a lot of attention in these states, because of the initiatives
and because both Gillum and Abrams have made it centerpieces of their
campaigns.

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
It’s figured into some other campaigns, too, among them Michigan’s
gubernatorial race, because the Democratic nominee, former state senator
Gretchen Whitmer, helped lead the fight for the state’s expansion while her
Republican opponent, Attorney General Bill Schuette, opposed it, although
recently he has said the expansion is “not going anywhere.”
But even some of the people who depend on Medicaid seem to realize their
coverage depends on the election outcome ― and that they have some power to
determine that outcome.
Chelsea is part of Michigan’s 7th U.S. House district and the longtime GOP
incumbent, Tim Walberg, is running for re-election. His Democratic challenger,
former state legislator Gretchen Driskell, has attacked Walberg for his vote on
repeal and pointed out that 49,000 people in his district got coverage because of
the expansion.
In the past, Republican critics like Walberg have said that Medicaid is too
expensive and it’s true that the program, like any government program, requires
spending money that the taxpayers end up shouldering, one way or another. But
Medicaid is, if anything, less expensive than private insurance ― and the ACA, on
the whole, offsets new government spending with a combination of higher taxes
and cuts to other programs.
As it happens, though, Walberg isn’t really making that argument anyway. Like
his fellow Republicans around the country, he has tried to avoid the topic, which

isn’t surprising given that polls show voters trust Democrats more than
Republicans on health care. Driskell is keeping the race close, even though the
district has a distinct Republican lean.
When Robertson and I spoke, outside the Chelsea coffee shop, I asked if he
knew that the Medicaid expansion’s future was in jeopardy ― and that it might
depend, in small part, on who he and other voters in the Michigan 7th send to
Congress. He said he hadn’t, though he said he was going to do some research
before voting.
“I’m really hoping they don’t take it away,” he said. “That would hurt a lot of
people ― really badly.”
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Medicaid Expansion
This story is part of

Stateline’s midterm election coverage.

OMAHA, Neb. — On a sun-drenched, late October afternoon, Kate Wolfe and
April Block are canvassing for votes in a well-tended block of homes where
ghosts and zombies compete for lawn space with Cornhusker regalia. Block leads
the way with her clipboard, and Wolfe trails behind, toting signs promoting
Initiative 427, a ballot measure that, if passed, would expand Medicaid in this
bright red state.
Approaching the next tidy house on their list, they spot a middle-aged woman
with a bobbed haircut pacing in front of the garage with a cellphone to her ear.
Wolfe and Block pause, wondering if they should wait for the woman to finish
her call, when she hails them. “Yes, I’m for Medicaid expansion,” she calls. “Put a
sign up on my lawn if you want to.” Then she resumes her phone conversation.
Apart from one or two turndowns, this is the sort of warm welcome the
canvassers experience this afternoon. Maybe that’s not so surprising even
though this is a state President Donald Trump, an ardent opponent of
“Obamacare,” or the Affordable Care Act, carried by 25 points two years ago.
Although there has been no public polling, even the speaker of the state’s
unicameral legislature, Jim Scheer, one of 11 Republican state senators who
signed an editorial last month opposing the initiative, said he is all but resigned
to passage. “I believe it will pass fairly handily,” he told
late last month.

Stateline

Anne Garwood (left), a tech writer, and April Block, a middle school teacher,
review voter lists in preparation for canvassing an Omaha neighborhood in favor
of Initiative 427, which would expand Medicaid in Nebraska.
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Bills to expand eligibility for Medicaid, the health plan for the poor run jointly by
the federal and state governments, have been introduced in the Nebraska
legislature for six straight years. All failed. Senate opponents said the state
couldn’t afford it. The federal government couldn’t be counted on to continue to
fund its portion. Too many people were looking for a government handout.
Now, voters will decide for themselves.
Nebraska isn’t the only red state where residents have forced expansion onto
Tuesday’s ballot. Idaho and Utah voters also will vote on citizen-initiated
measures on Medicaid expansion. Montana, meanwhile, will decide whether to
make its expansion permanent. The majority-Republican legislature expanded
Medicaid in 2015, but only for a four-year period that ends next July.

Polling in those three states indicate a majority supports expanding Medicaid.
Like Nebraska, all are heavily Republican states easily captured by Trump in
2016.
Last year’s failed attempt by Trump and congressional Republicans to unravel
Obamacare revealed the popularity of the ACA with voters. Health policy experts
said it also helped educate the public about the benefits of Medicaid, prompting
activists in the four states to circumvent their Republican-led legislatures and
take the matter directly to the voters.
Activists also were encouraged by the example of Maine, where nearly 60
percent of voters last year approved Medicaid expansion after the state’s
Republican governor vetoed expansion bills five times.
“Medicaid has always polled well,” said Joan Alker, executive director of the
Center for Children and Families at Georgetown. “When you explain what it does,
they think it’s a good idea. What has changed is the intensity and growing
recognition that states without expansion are falling further behind, especially in
rural areas where hospitals are closing at an alarming rate.

“And all of the states with these ballot initiatives this year have significant rural
populations.”
For many in Nebraska, the argument — advanced in one anti-427 television ad
— that Medicaid is a government handout to lazy, poor people simply doesn’t
square with what they know.
“These aren’t lazy, no-good people who refuse to work,” said Block, a middle
school teacher, in an exasperating tone you can imagine her using in an unruly
classroom. “They’re grocery store baggers, home health workers, hairdressers.
They are the hardest workers in the world, who shouldn’t have to choose
between paying for rent or food and paying for medicine or to see a doctor.”
Extending Benefits to Childless Adults
The initiative campaign began after the Nebraska legislature refused to take up
expansion again last year. Its early organizers were, among others, a couple of
Democratic senators and a nonprofit called Nebraska Appleseed.
Calling itself “Insure the Good Life,” an expansion of the state slogan, the
campaign needed nearly 85,000 signatures to get onto the ballot. In July, the
group submitted 136,000 signatures gathered from all 93 Nebraska counties.
The initiative would expand Medicaid to childless adults whose income is 138
percent of the federal poverty line or less. For an individual in Nebraska, that
would translate to an income of $16,753 or less. Right now, Nebraska is one of
17 states that don’t extend Medicaid benefits to childless adults, no matter how
low their income.
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Children With Autism Left Behind by Low Medicaid Rates

Under Medicaid expansion, the federal government would pay 90 percent of the
health care costs of newly eligible enrollees, and the state would be responsible
for the rest. The federal match for those currently covered by Medicaid is just
above 52 percent.
The Nebraska Legislative Fiscal Office, a nonprofit branch of the legislature,
found in an analysis that expansion would bring an additional 87,000 Nebraskans
into Medicaid at an added cost to the state of close to $40 million a year. The
current Medicaid population in Nebraska is about 245,000.
The federal government would send an additional $570 million a year to cover
the new enrollees. An analysis from University of Nebraska commissioned by the
Nebraska Hospital Association, a backer of the initiative, found the new monies
also would produce 10,800 new jobs and help bolster the precarious financial
situation of the state’s rural hospitals.
For economic reasons alone, not expanding makes little sense, said state Sen.
John McCollister, one of two Republican senators openly supporting expansion
and a sponsor of expansion bills in the legislature, over coffee in an Omaha cafe
one day recently.
“Nebraska is sending money to Washington, and that money is being sent back
to 33 other states and not to Nebraska,” he said. “It’s obviously good for 90,000
Nebraskans by giving them longevity and a higher quality of life, but it also leads
to a better workforce and benefits rural hospitals that won’t have to spend so
much on uncompensated care.”
He said the state could easily raise the necessary money by increasing taxes on
medical providers, cigarettes and internet sales. If 427 passes, those will be
decisions for the next legislature.

Jessica Shelburn
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Among the measure’s opponents is Americans for Prosperity, a libertarian
advocacy group funded by David and Charles Koch that has been running radio
ads against the initiative. Jessica Shelburn, the group’s state director in
Nebraska, said her primary concern is that expansion would divert precious state
resources and prompt cutbacks in the current optional services Medicaid
provides.
“While proponents have their hearts in the right place,” Shelburn said, “we could
end up hurting the people Medicaid is intended to help.”
Georgetown’s Alker, however, said that no expansion state has curtailed
Medicaid services.
When the Affordable Care Act passed in 2010, it mandated that all states expand
Medicaid, but a 2012 U.S. Supreme Court ruling made expansion optional for the
states. As of now, 33 states and Washington, D.C., have expanded, including
states that tend to vote Republican, such as Alaska, Arkansas and Indiana.

Expansion is not an election issue only in the states with ballot initiatives this
year. Democratic gubernatorial candidates are making expansion a major part of
their campaigns in Florida and Georgia.
Ashley Anderson, a 25-year-old from Omaha with epilepsy, is one of those
anxiously hoping for passage in Nebraska. A rosy-faced woman, she wears a red
polo shirt from OfficeMax, where she works part-time for $9.50 an hour in the
print center. She aged out of Medicaid at 19, and her single mother can’t afford a
family health plan through her employer.
Since then, because of Anderson’s semi-regular seizures, she says she can’t take
a full-time job that provides health benefits, and private insurance is beyond her
means.
Because Anderson also can’t afford to see a neurologist, she is still taking the
medication she was prescribed as a child, even though it causes severe side
effects.

grand mal

Not long ago, Anderson had a
seizure, which entailed convulsions and
violent vomiting, and was taken by ambulance to the emergency room. That trip
left her $2,000 in debt. For that reason, she said, “At this point, I won’t even call
911.”
Anderson might well qualify for Social Security disability benefits, which would
entitle her to Medicaid, but she said the application process is laborious and
requires documentation she does not have. As far as she is concerned, the
initiative is her only hope for a change.
“You know what, I even miss having an MRI,” she said. “I’m supposed to have
one every year.” She can’t remember the last time she had one.
For the uninsured, the alternatives are emergency rooms or federally qualified
health centers, which do not turn away anyone because of poverty.
While the clinics provide primary care, dental care and mental health treatment,
they cannot provide specialty care or perform diagnostic tests such as MRIs or
CAT scans, said Ken McMorris, CEO of Charles Drew Health Center, the oldest
community health center in Nebraska, which served just under 12,000 patients
last year.
Almost all its patients have incomes below 200 percent of poverty, McMorris said.
Many have little access to healthy foods and little opportunity for exercise.
William Ostdiek, the clinic’s chief medical officer, said he constantly sees patients
with chronic conditions such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease whose
symptoms are getting worse because they cannot afford to see specialists.
“It’s becomes a vicious cycle,” he said. “They face financial barriers to the
treatments they need, which would enable them to have full, productive lives.

Instead, they just get sicker and sicker.”
Expansion, McMorris said, would make all the difference for many of those
patients.
Some county officials also hope for passage. Mary Ann Borgeson, a Republican
county commissioner in Douglas County, which includes Omaha, said her board
has always urged the legislature to pass expansion. “Most people don’t
understand — for counties the Medicaid is a lifeline for many people who
otherwise lack health care.”
Consequently, she said, the county pays about $2 million a year to reimburse
providers for giving care to people who don’t qualify for Medicaid and can’t
afford treatment, money that would otherwise be in the pockets of county
residents.

‘That Is Socialism’
Insure the Good Life has raised $2.2 million in support of 427, according to
campaign finance reports and Meg Mandy, who directs the campaign. Significant
contributions have come from outside the state, particularly from Families USA, a
Washington-based advocacy organization promoting health care for all, and the
Fairness Project, a California organization that supports economic justice.
Both groups are active in the other states with expansion on the ballot. Wellfinanced, the proponents have a visible ground game and a robust television
campaign.
The opposition, much less evident, is led by an anti-tax Nebraska organization
called the Alliance for Taxpayers, which has filed no campaign finance
documents with the state.
Marc Kaschke, former mayor of North Platte, said he is the organization’s
president, but referred all questions about finances to an attorney, Gail Gitcho,
who did not respond to messages left at her office.

Omaha World-Herald

Gitcho had previously told the
that the group hadn’t been
required to file finance reports because its ads only provided information about
427; it doesn’t directly ask voters to cast ballots against the initiative.
Last week, the Alliance for Taxpayers began airing its first campaign ads. One of
them complains that the expansion would give “free health care” to able-bodied
adults. It features a young, healthy looking, bearded man, slouched on a couch
and eating potato chips, with crumbs spilled over his chest.
In a phone interview, Kaschke made familiar arguments against expansion. He
said the state can’t afford the expansion, that it would drain money from other
priorities, such as schools and roads. He said he fears the federal government

would one day stop paying its share, leaving the states to pay for the whole
program.
He also said, repeating Shelburn’s claim, that with limited funds, the state would
be forced to cut back services to the existing population.
“We feel the states would be in a better position to solve this problem of health
care,” Kaschke said. He didn’t offer suggestions on how.
Outside influence ruffles many Nebraska voters. Duane Lienemann, a retired
public school agricultural teacher from Webster County near the Kansas line, said
he resents outside groups coming to the state telling Nebraskans how to vote.
And he resents “liberals” from Omaha trying to shove their beliefs down the
throats of those living in rural areas.
Their beliefs about expansion don’t fly with him.
“I think history will tell you when you take money away from taxpayers and give
it to people as an entitlement, it is not sustainable,” Lienemann said. “You
cannot grow an economy through transferring money by the government. That is
socialism.”
It’s a view shared by Nebraska’s Republican governor, Pete Ricketts. He is on
record opposing the expansion, repeating claims that it would force cutbacks in
other government services and disputing claims, documented in expansion
states, that expansion leads to job growth. But Ricketts has not made opposition
to expansion a central part of his campaign.
Whether he would follow in the path of Maine’s Republican governor, Paul
LePage, and seek to block implementation of the expansion if the initiative
passed, is not clear. Ricketts’ office declined an interview request and did not
clarify his position on blocking implementation.
For his part, Scheer, the speaker of the legislature, said he would have no part of
that. “We’re elected to fulfill the wishes of the people,” he said. “If it passes, the
people spoke.”
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Medicaid expansion has momentum
ahead of Tuesday's midterm
elections

Ballot initiatives to expand Medicaid health coverage in three Republican-leaning
states have momentum heading into Tuesday’s midterm elections. Voters in
Idaho, Nebraska and Utah could follow the lead of voters in Maine who last
November voted to expand Medicaid for poor Americans under the Affordable
Care Act via ballot initiative.
Full story
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Medicaid expansion, governor and
many local positions will be decided
in Tuesday's election
KEARNEY — On Tuesday, voters in Kearney and south-central Nebraska will help
decide an issue that could affect how low-incone Nebraskans receive their
medical care and how it’s paid for.
Kearney-area voters also will be casting ballots in the gubernatorial race, a
contest between an incumbent Republican U.S. senator and Democratic
challenger for a six-year term, and a five-term Republican member of the U.S.
House of Representatives and a political newcomer.
The sole statewide issue on Tuesday’s ballot, Initiative 427, proposes to expand
Medicaid coverage to an additional 90,000 Nebraskans.
The initiative’s supporters say there are broad economic benefits of annually
putting more than $500 million in additional federal Medicaid funding into
Nebraska’s health care system. However, opponents warn the cost to taxpayers
will be between $39 million and $57 million per year by 2022.

A study by two University of Nebraska at Kearney professors — Allan Jenkins and
Ron Konecny — found that expanding Medicaid would create almost 11,000 jobs
and generate $1.3 billion per year in new economic activity.
Opponents say that many of the 33 states that have expanded Medicaid
underestimate the costs. Gov. Pete Ricketts has opposed Initiate 427 because if
cost forecasts are inaccurate, Medicaid expenses could swamp the state’s
budget.
Ricketts of Omaha is campaigning for his second four-year term in the governor’s
office. His challenger is Democrat state Sen. Bob Krist of Omaha.
Democrat Jane Raybold and Libertarian Jim Schultz, both of Lincoln, are
challenging GOP incumbent Deb Fischer of Valentine for the U.S. Senate, while
Republican Adrian Smith of Gering faces a challenge for his sixth two-year term
in the U.S. House of Representatives by Democrat Paul Theobald of Osmond.
In Kearney, three candidates — incumbent Randy Buschkoetter and challengers
Tami Moore and Marion McDermott — are campaigning for two open seats on
the City Council. The election will result in the first woman being elected to the
governing body in 20 years.
The Kearney Public Schools Board of Education will need to fill three spots.
Incumbent Alex Straatmann is challenged by Wendy Kreis, Drew Blessing, Tianna
Engen, Roy Benson and Charles Kozlowski.
Following the election, the KPS Board will appoint a replacement for Tim Higgins,
who resigned in order to assume his seat on the Buffalo County Board of
Commissioners.
The only other contested race in the Kearney area pits two political newcomers
seeking the District 38 seat in the Nebraska Legislature. Sen. John Kuehn’s
retirement means either Dave Murman of Glenvil or Marsha Fangmeyer of
Kearney will be heading to Lincoln in January. The region’s other state senator
up for re-election, District 36’s Matt Williams of Gothenburg, is unopposed.
Many other Kearney-area candidates also are unopposed on Tuesday. They
include Buffalo County Board incumbents Sherry Morrow of Kearney and Ivan
Klein of Gibbon, along with newcomers Myron Kouba and Tim Higgins, both of
Kearney. Barring a surprise write-in candidacy, the county board candidates and
a slew of courthouse officials will retain their positions.
mike.konz@kearneyhub.com
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Most local candidates endorse
Medicaid expansion in Idaho

Little, Nilsson Troy would support
Prop 2 if it passes; Foreman fully
against initiative

/Daily News
Idaho 5th District Senator hopeful David Nelson, D-Moscow, said Proposition 2 is
the defining issue in this year's election.
Reclaim Idaho, a grassroots movement that focuses on strengthening public
schools, protecting public lands and extending health care to working families,
organized a successful statewide petition drive to put Medicaid expansion on the
Nov. 6 ballot.

If it passes, Idahoans at up to 138 percent of the federal poverty level can enroll
in the Medicaid program.
Idaho gubernatorial candidate Paulette Jordan, D-Plummer, said she voted for
Medicaid expansion, while her opponent, Brad Little, R-Emmett, did not disclose
whether he voted for it, but did say he would adhere to the will of the people on
the issue.
Jordan said she has advocated for Medicaid expansion since the beginning,
adding the health care change will benefit the state and its residents.
"This is where we can impact our community really wholesomely because we're
able to now bring our own resources back into our state and then reinvest back
into our communities," Jordan said.
She said if Proposition 2 passes, it will help support mental health and drug
abuse programs, rural hospitals and medical clinics.
Little said the state needs to address the roughly 60,000 people in the gap, but
he prefers the dual waiver bill that was suggested last year.
The bill would have allowed those in the Medicaid gap to purchase health
insurance using subsidies and pushed people with private insurance onto
Medicaid.
As for the local Idaho 5th District candidates, four of the six endorse the
proposition.
Margie Gannon, D-St. Maries, the incumbent running for the state 5A position in
the Idaho House of Representatives, said many hospitals rely on reimbursements
from insurers and Medicaid to fund operations. She noted while Idaho has opted
out of proposed Medicaid expansion allowed under the Affordable Care Act, the
state still pays into the program and spends vast sums on urgent care for
uninsured residents.
"This is money that's being taken out of my taxes - yours as well - every year for
our federal taxes," Gannon said. "How about we bring some of that back and we
use it right here in Idaho to help 62,000 people that may be friends, neighbors
or relatives?"
Gannon's opponent Bill Goesling, R-Moscow, said he is especially concerned
about the 3,900 veterans who fall in the Medicaid gap.
"A healthy workforce provides a healthy economy," Goesling said. "People can
get their primary care up front, which is lower cost versus that high cost at the
emergency room, which is the only place they can go anymore if they have an
acute injury or an illness."

Caroline Nilsson Troy, R-Genesee, the incumbent running for the state 5B
position in the House, said she probably will not vote for the initiative but will
support it if Idaho voters pass it.
"I personally have not thought straight Medicaid expansion was a good idea,"
she said. "I think there are better ways to address these folks in the gap
population."
Like Little, she said last year's dual waiver bill was a great suggestion.
Nilsson Troy's opponent, Laurene Sorensen, D-Moscow, said she will vote for the
proposition, which, if passed, would significantly reduce the need to pay for
indigent care from local property taxes and catastrophic care from state taxes.
Similar to Goesling, she said those without health insurance cannot seek
preventative care, which can result in serious health issues and higher medical
bills when they are forced to seek treatment.
"This is our money," Sorensen said. "We've contributed from it out of all of our
paychecks."
Nelson, who is running against Sen. Dan Foreman, R-Viola, said he already voted
for the proposition. He said not only will it help the roughly 60,000 people in the
gap, the initiative would bring back $400 million a year in the state's federal
taxes.
"It really gripes me about the financially unconservative nature of our Legislature
to refuse that money to come back and fund Medicaid in our state," Nelson said.
A news release issued Wednesday by Sen. Steven Thayn, R-Emmett, on behalf
of himself and eight other Idaho state senators, including Foreman, stated that
the proposition would have many negative consequences if it passed. The
senators said expanding the federal program could lead to a fiscal catastrophe
for current and future Idahoans.
"Despite the assurances of Prop 2 backers, the fact is we don't know how much
this Medicaid expansion will end up costing, or how many people it will end up
covering," Thayn said in the release.
He said the negative impacts of Medicaid expansion could be felt for years to
come.
"As the costs mount, Idaho taxpayers will be left holding the bag," he said. "We
would have to cut funding for other important areas such as education. And with
the federal government already $21 trillion in debt, we can't expect Uncle Sam to
help us. We'd be on our own."
Foreman was unable to be reached for comment on this story.

Former 5th District Sen. Dan Schmidt said at a League of Women Voters of
Moscow forum in September that the ballot initiative especially makes sense for
Idaho since the Gem State is the only state in the nation that has catastrophic
and indigent coverage. He said Idaho taxpayers are already spending money on
the uninsured through the catastrophic and indigent funds.
Schmidt said uninsured residents in other states are cared for medically, but the
costs are shifted to the insured. He said Idaho has fairly low insurance rates
compared to other states, partly because Idaho taxpayers are paying for the
uninsured through catastrophic and indigent care.
"That is why the financial benefit to Idaho is much clearer than in other states,"
Schmidt said. "We're already paying for it straight out of the taxpayer's dollar."
Emily Strizich, a Reclaim Idaho co-founder, said a study by the Idaho Center for
Fiscal Policy shows expanding Medicaid could save the state $15 million per year
through savings to the state catastrophic and county indigent funds.
Garrett Cabeza can be reached at (208) 883-4631, or by email to
gcabeza@dnews.com.
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Nebraska voters decide Medicaid
expansion, race for governor
By GRANT SCHULTE Associated Press
November 05, 2018 09:00 PM
Updated 8 hours 12 minutes ago
LINCOLN, Neb.
Nebraska voters will decide Tuesday whether to expand Medicaid under the
federal health care law, a proposal that would extend coverage to thousands of
low-income residents but create additional costs for lawmakers in next year's
session.

They'll also decide races for U.S. Senate and House, governor and makeup of the
state Legislature.
MEDICAID EXPANSION
An estimated 90,000 uninsured Nebraskans could gain access to Medicaid if
voters approve a ballot measure to expand coverage. After six failed attempts for
expansion under the federal health care law, advocates bypassed the lawmakers
who rejected it and took the issue directly to voters.
Under a Medicaid expansion, the federal government would cover 93 percent of
the cost next year and 90 percent in subsequent years, while the state would
pay the rest — from $40 million to $69 million annually.
Supporters say expanding Medicaid would benefit people who work but don't
have health coverage. They also argue it would reduce the cost of
uncompensated health care for the uninsured.
Opponents see the expansion as an unsustainable mandate that could divert
money away from other needs.
GOVERNOR'S RACE
Republican Gov. Pete Ricketts is seeking a second term but his Democratic
challenger, state Sen. Bob Krist, hopes to score a surprise upset in the GOPdominated state.
Ricketts has outraised Krist and is viewed as the favorite to win the race. He has
pledged to continue advocating for property tax cuts if re-elected and pointed to
his efforts to promote Nebraska businesses.
Krist has pitched himself as a governor who would work collaboratively with
lawmakers to reduce property taxes. Krist also promised to maintain his
reputation as a voice for nonpartisanship in the Legislature, where he served for
10 years.
Krist was a Republican, then briefly an independent before finally joining the
Democrats because it provided an easier path to qualify for the ballot.
Ricketts, a former TD Ameritrade executive, is the son of billionaire Joe Ricketts
and a co-owner of the Chicago Cubs.
U.S. SENATE RACE
U.S. Sen. Deb Fischer is favored in her bid for a second term as she faces
Democratic challenger Jane Raybould, a Lincoln City Council member who has
portrayed the Republican as loyal to her party even when it hurts the state.

Fischer has rejected the criticism, pointing to her work on various Senate
committees that oversee farm policy and military services, including the U.S.
Strategic Command at Nebraska's Offutt Air Force Base. She also has touted her
credentials as a conservative who voted to cut taxes.
Raybould has cast herself as an outsider who would focus on lowering health
care costs by changing but not eliminating the Affordable Care Act. She also
pledged to promote rural economic development policies.
The candidates differed on their support for new U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Brett Kavanaugh, who faced sexual assault allegations during his confirmation
process. Fischer voted to confirm Kavanaugh while Raybould said the allegations
merited further investigation.
Kavanaugh has repeatedly denied the allegations.
CONGRESSIONAL RACES
Nebraska's most closely watched congressional race will pit first-term Republican
Rep. Don Bacon against Democrat Kara Eastman in the 2nd District,
encompassing Omaha and most of its suburbs.
The district is traditionally the most competitive in Nebraska, having changed
hands from Republican to Democrat in 2014 with the election of Brad Ashford.
Bacon defeated Ashford two years later.
Unlike Ashford, who stressed his role as a centrist, Eastman has embraced a
progressive platform that includes expanded Medicare, greater gun control and
tuition-free college for families making less than $125,000 a year.
Bacon describes himself as a conservative and supporter of President Donald
Trump who is open to compromise on issues including immigration, health care
and climate change.
In the 1st Congressional District, Republican Rep. Jeff Fortenberry is favored to
win an eighth term over Democratic challenger Jessica McClure, a former
chemist with a law degree.
GOP Rep. Adrian Smith is also expected to win a seventh term in the
overwhelming Republican 3rd Congressional District. He faces Democrat Paul
Theobald, a historian and hog farmer.
LEGISLATIVE RACES
Republicans will likely retain a strong majority in the officially nonpartisan
Legislature, but there could be substantial changes due to a variety of factors,
including term limits.

Although the GOP has dominated the Legislature, even a few additional seats
could make it easier for conservative senators to advance their agenda.
Republicans now outnumber Democrats 30-17 — three votes shy of the 33
needed to overcome the filibusters that thwarted dozens of bills this year.
However, even if Republicans gain those seats, Nebraska's system makes it hard
to predict how legislation will fare. The Legislature has no official party
leadership, so it's easier for individual senators to break ranks when they support
or oppose a bill, or strike deals with senators from the other party.
Ricketts has responded by calling for more "platform Republicans" in the
Legislature and funneling his own money into competitive legislative races.
___
Follow Grant Schulte on Twitter at https://twitter.com/GrantSchulte
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The Medicaid ballot measures are a
chance for reality to win over
rhetoric

A campaign sign supporting a ballot measure on Medicaid expansion in Nebraska
last month in Omaha. (Nati Harnik/AP)
November 3
IF THE politics of health care over the past two years has proven anything, it is
that Americans generally want the government to ensure that everyone has
access to decent coverage, particularly the most vulnerable. The midterm
elections Tuesday will test how deep into GOP territory that attitude extends.
Voters in Idaho, Nebraska and Utah — three of the nation’s most Republican
states — will decide whether to expand Medicaid within their borders. The
federal-state partnership covers low-income Americans, and Obamacare
expanded the number of people eligible for the program. Or it tried, anyway. The
Supreme Court in 2012 made expansion optional for states, and a surprising
number of red-state politicians refused to boost their Medicaid rolls, leaving
millions of Americans with no reasonable health insurance option, even with the
rest of Obamacare in place. There was never a good reason to refuse: the
federal government picks up nearly all of the tab in expansion states, and the
relatively small amount states must spend is offset by big savings on other
health-care expenses for which states would have otherwise been responsible.
Opposition to expansion turned out to be unpopular as well as irrational, perhaps
because the case for refusing was so bad and the costs to those affected so
steep. Slowly but surely, GOP-led states have acceded to reality. Even Vice
President Pence, when he was governor of Indiana, expanded Medicaid in his
state. After a crushing slap from voters last year, Virginia Republicans finally
ended their resistance to expansion. Nevertheless, rote GOP opposition to
Obamacare has led 17 other states to continue holding out.

So organizers in three states decided to adopt a strategy that worked in Maine,
whose reactionary Republican governor, Paul LePage, staunchly opposed
expansion: asking voters directly. State-level ballot-initiative systems are doubleedged swords, at best, and often result in poorly-vetted policy that hamstrings
legislatures. But this is a case in which bypassing obstructionist state leaders
makes sense.
According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, some 22,000 people in Idaho, 16,000
in Nebraska and 46,000 in Utah currently fall into the “coverage gap” — that is,
they make too much to qualify for non-expansion Medicaid, but too little to
qualify for Obamacare insurance subsidies. If voters in these three states decide
Tuesday to expand their Medicaid programs, these people will finally have a
health-care option that doesn’t involve going into debt or relying on emergency
rooms for care that should have been addressed elsewhere.
It is rare that voters have an opportunity to so directly and immediately help tens
of thousands of people. If the Idaho, Nebraska and Utah initiatives succeed, it
will be a victory for reality over rhetoric.
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Analysis
Tobacco Tax Battle Could Torch Montana Medicaid Expansion
By Kaiser Health News | November 05, 2018

The tobacco tax initiative has become
the most expensive ballot measure
race in Montana history, drawing $17
million in opposition funding from
tobacco companies in a state with
fewer than 200,000 smokers.

This article first appeared November 05, 2018 on Kaiser Health News.
By Eric Whitney, Montana Public Radio
Montana legislators expanded Medicaid by a very close vote in 2015. They
passed the measure with an expiration date: It would sunset in 2019, and all
who went onto the rolls would lose coverage unless lawmakers voted to
reapprove it.
Fearing legislators might not renew funding for Medicaid's expanded rolls,
Montana's hospitals and health advocacy groups came up with a ballot measure
to keep it going — and to pay for it with a tobacco tax hike.

Get the latest on healthcare leadership in
your inbox.
If ballot initiative I-185 passes Tuesday, it will mean an additional $2-per-pack
tax on cigarettes and levy a tax on e-cigarettes, which are currently not taxed in
Montana.
The tobacco tax initiative has become the most expensive ballot measure race in
Montana history — drawing more than $17 million in opposition funding from
tobacco companies alone — in a state with fewer than 200,000 smokers.
Amanda Cahill works for the American Heart Association and is a
spokeswoman for Healthy Montana, the coalition backing the measure. She
said coalition members knew big tobacco would fight back.
"We poked the bear, that's for sure," Cahill said. "And it's not because we were
all around the table saying, 'Hey, we want to have a huge fight and go through
trauma the next several months.' It's because it's the right thing to do."
Most of the $17 million has come from cigarette maker Altria. According to
records from the National Institute on Money in Politics, that's more money

than Altria has spent on any state proposition nationwide since the center started
keeping track in 2004.
Meanwhile, backers of I-185 have spent close to $8 million on the initiative, with
most of the money coming from the Montana Hospital Association.
"What we want to do is — No. 1 — stop Big Tobacco's hold on Montana," Cahill
said. Also, she continued, it's imperative that the nearly 100,000 people in
Montana who have gotten Medicaid under the expansion will be able to keep
their health care.
Cahill said I-185 will allocate plenty of money to cover the expansion, though
some lawmakers say the state can't afford the expansion even with higher taxes.
Nancy Ballance, a Republican representative in the Montana state Legislature,
opposes the measure.
"In general I am not in favor of what we like to refer to as 'sin taxes,' " Ballance
said. "Those are taxes that someone determines should be [levied] so that you
change people's behavior."
Ballance also isn't in favor of ballot initiatives that, she said, try to go around
what she sees as core functions of the Legislature: deciding how much revenue
the state needs, for example, or where it should come from, or how it should be
spent.
"An initiative like this for a very large policy with a very large price tag — the
Legislature is responsible for studying that," Ballance said. "And they do so over
a long period of time, to understand what all the consequences are — intended
and otherwise."
Most citizens, she said, don't have the time or expertise to develop that sort of
in-depth understanding of a complicated issue.
Montana's initiative to keep Medicaid's expansion going would be a "double
whammy" for tobacco companies, said Ben Miller, the chief strategy officer for
the nonprofit Well Being Trust.
"People who are covered are more likely to not smoke than people who are
uninsured," said Miller, who has studied tobacco tax policies for years. He notes
research showing that people with lower incomes are more likely than those with
higher incomes to smoke; and if they're uninsured, they're less likely to quit.
Federal law requires Medicaid to offer beneficiaries access to medical help to quit
smoking.
Plus, Miller added, every time cigarette taxes go up — thereby increasing the
price per pack — that typically leads to a decrease in the number of people

smoking.
And that, he said, works against a tobacco company's business model, "which is,
'you need to smoke so we can make money.' "
Ballance agrees that tobacco companies likely see ballot initiatives like I-185 as
threats to their core business. But, she said, "for anybody who wants to continue
smoking, or is significantly addicted, the cost is not going to prohibit them from
smoking."
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says tobacco use is the
leading cause of preventable disease and death in the U.S.
Montana's health department says that each year more than 1,600 people in the
state die from tobacco-related illnesses.
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Voters In 4 States Set To Decide On
Medicaid Expansion

Grant Burningham, who lives in Bountiful, Utah, worked to get a referendum on
Medicaid expansion on the Utah ballot in November. Kim Raff for NPR hide
caption
toggle caption
Kim Raff for NPR
It wasn't all that long ago that Grant Burningham was homeless and sleeping in
a tent in the woods.
"That's hard for me to talk about because I thought I had reached the end," he
says.
Burningham, a former financial adviser from Bountiful, Utah, developed serious
medical problems 17 years ago. Back in 2001, Burningham offered to donate his
stem cells to his sister for a transplant. It required multiple procedures, and each
time Burningham was given high doses of a medication to boost his immune
system.
"And then I got really sick," he says.
He believes it was a reaction to the drug that ended up causing a constellation of
strange symptoms.
"I literally got what might even be termed the boils of Job. I have scars all over
my body now," he says. "And then I got some really strange severe headaches
and fatigue, and that was associated with the blood pressure that got remarkably
high."
He lost his job, his health insurance and eventually he lost his home. Now he has
a place to live but still can't get the care — or even a diagnosis — that might
allow him to get back on his feet.
That could all change. On Election Day, Utah residents will be going to the polls
to vote on whether the state will join 33 others and Washington, D.C., in
expanding Medicaid coverage to a lot more low-income adults. Democrat and
Republican states have expanded.
Nebraska and Idaho also have the Medicaid question on ballots in their states.
Idaho Gov. Butch Otter, a Republican, endorsed the expansion initiative
Tuesday.And in Montana, voters will decide whether to approve a tobacco tax to
continue that state's Medicaid expansion or let it roll back next year.
Before the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid, the government health insurance for
the poor and disabled, was reserved mainly for pregnant women, poor children,
low-income seniors and people with disabilities.

With the ACA came the requirement for states to expand access to Medicaid to
childless adults whose incomes are less than 138 percent of the federal poverty
level, which is $12,140 for individuals. As part of the deal, the federal
government foots most of the bill, now covering 90 percent of the health care
costs of the expansion patients. A later court case made the expansion, in
essence, optional for states.
Utah has come close to expanding Medicaid in the past. In 2014, the governor
pushed for a modified expansion. But that died in the state's house. Earlier this
year, lawmakers agreed to a limited expansion that requires people on Medicaid
to work or volunteer to qualify for benefits. That measure has yet to be approved
by the federal government.
Burningham has been there through it all. He testified before the Utah
Legislature several times over the years. This time around, he collected some of
the 130,000 signature required to put the question directly to voters. Some he
collected from the staffers he got to know in the capital.
"I also sat, very humbly and very quietly, and maybe got two or three signatures
a week over a six-week period at a food bank up in Ogden, Utah. That's where I
had spent most of my homeless time, was in Ogden." Burningham says.
The campaign to get Medicaid expansion onto the ballot in Utah and the three
other states has been led by The Fairness Project, a nonprofit advocacy group
that pushed for ballot measures on issues where lawmakers seem out of sync
with citizens. The group is funded by the SEIU United Healthcare Workers West,
a California health care workers union.
"The real gap on health care is not between Democrats and Republicans, it's
between politicians and everyone else," says Jonathan Schleifer, executive
director of the Fairness Project. "Politicians have made health care a divisive
political issue. But when you ask most Americans whether they want more health
care or less, they want more health care."
The Fairness Project and Utah Decides, a state-level group campaigning in favor
of expansions, argue that expanding Medicaid has economic benefits as well as
health benefits. Schleifer points to a study in the October 2017 issue of the
journal
that shows an 11 percent decline in payday loans in
California after that state expanded Medicaid benefits.
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RyLee Curtis, campaign manager for Utah Decides, says the goal is to ensure
financial and health stability for her neighbors.
"These are hardworking Utahans," she says of the people who would qualify for
Medicaid under the proposed expansion. "About a third of them are parents with
children in the home and oftentimes they're working one or more jobs and
they're unable to afford health care coverage."

Religious leaders in Utah are also calling for expansion. Earlier this month,
several of them held a news conference calling on voters to vote for expansion.
"We as state leaders believe in the dignity and sanctity of life," said Bishop Oscar
Solis of the Catholic Diocese of Salt Lake City. " And to promote the dignity and
the sanctity of life. We need to provide basic needs for people and that includes
healthcare."
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints hasn't taken an official position
on the Utah ballot question, though some individual leaders have endorsed it.
But expansion has vocal opponents. David Barnes of Americans for Prosperity, a
conservative advocacy group funded by billionaire industrialists Charles and
David Kochwhich is campaigning against the measure, says states like Utah
shouldn't risk expanding Medicaid because groups like his are still trying to repeal
the Affordable Care Act.
"If states go ahead and expand Medicaid assuming there's a big federal pot of
money that's going to be available to them to do this, and then find out after the
fact that they've expanded coverage but then can't pay for it, that's going to be
a problem for them," says Barnes.
He says Medicaid expansion is flawed because federal funding is more generous
for the expansion population than for the children and disabled people that
Medicaid was originally intended to help.
In Utah, Americans for Prosperity has about 50 people on the ground working to
defeat the measure. They've hosted pizza parties and called more than 23,000
voters.
The Utah plan, as laid out on the ballot, is to fund the Medicaid expansion by
adding 0.15 percent to the state's sales tax, which works out to about 1.5 cents
for every $10 residents spend on nonfood purchases.
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A poll conducted in early October by
and the Hinckley
Institute shows that 59 percent of Utah voters favor the expansion, which could
bring health insurance to 150,000 people.
Burningham is optimistic that he'll be one of them: "I think it's going to pass. I
really do."
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Voters should seize the opportunity
to expand Medicaid

By Rod Hochman
November 2, 2018

A ballot initiative in Montana, I-185, seeks to increase taxes on all tobacco
products, including electronic cigarettes and all vaping products, as a way to
extend and fund expanded eligibility of Medicaid coverage under the Affordable
Care Act. Matt Volz/AP
Medicaid is a vital program that enables millions of Americans to live healthy
lives. It is also an important economic driver, particularly in states that have
chosen to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act.
Take Montana, one of the states in which the health care system I run operates
hospitals and clinics. Before Medicaid expansion started in 2016, 15 percent of
Montanans1 lacked health insurance. Today, after expansion, less than 8 percent
of them don’t have health insurance. Moreover, the expansion has created 5,000
new jobs2 and generated nearly $300 million in new personal income for
Montana residents. That is an unequivocal success we should all get behind.

On Tuesday, Montana voters will decide whether to approve a ballot initiative3
that would continue the state’s expanded Medicaid coverage or let it expire. The
choice should be obvious, but recent polling4 shows a troubling trend: Voter
support for expansion is waning even though Medicaid expansion provides
essential coverage for more than 96,000 Montanans and brings clear economic
gains to the state as a whole.

Utah, Idaho, and Nebraska5 also have Medicaid expansion questions on the
ballot this year. I urge voters in these states to seize the opportunity to pass
these initiatives to provide access to safe, affordable health care to residents
who need it most.
For many Americans, the ability to access and afford care depends on Medicaid,
which today covers 74 million people7 across the country. More than 60 percent
of seniors living in nursing homes — our moms, dads, and grandparents — are
covered by Medicaid. Nearly 1 in 10 veterans depend on Medicaid, as do nearly
half of all children. Even for people who usually have employer-provided
coverage, Medicaid provides an essential backstop when that coverage is
unavailable or insufficient.
Virtually all Americans are vulnerable to unforeseen medical hardships that can
impose unaffordable costs for themselves and their loved ones. Medicaid is a
vital safety net for more people than we may realize, including our neighbors,
friends, and family members.
Yet we have a fundamentally unequal system of Medicaid eligibility, because
some states continue to resist expanding coverage, even though it means
leavings millions of dollars in federal funding on the table.
Working for a not-for-profit health care system that serves seven Western states,
my colleagues and I see the stark contrast between states that have expanded
Medicaid coverage and those that have not.
California, Oregon, Washington, and New Mexico, which expanded Medicaid
early on, have all seen significant declines9 in the number of working-age adults
who are uninsured. In New Mexico, the adult uninsured rate declined from 28
percent in 2013 to 13 percent in 20169; in California it declined from 24 percent

to 10 percent9 in the same period. This means more residents in those states are
getting the care they need when they need it, leading to better health outcomes,
increased productivity, and lives saved.
Our group also operates hospitals and clinics in Texas, one of 17 states that has
not expanded Medicaid coverage under the Affordable Care Act, leaving their
lowest-income residents without health insurance. In these states, the cost of
not expanding Medicaid has been high. According to a recent report by the
federal Government Accountability Office10, low-income adults in non-expansion
states are two times more likely to forego necessary medical care because they
can’t afford it than those in states that expanded Medicaid. When people forego
care because it is unaffordable, we all bear higher costs.

People in Texas and other non-expansion states are making their voices heard11.
They are telling their representatives they want to expand Medicaid to guarantee
the same access to coverage they would be eligible for in other states.

There is an opportunity to extend coverage to millions of people who have been
left out of equal access to care. Let’s seize that opportunity in the states where
this important question is on the ballot this year, and advocate for other states to
expand Medicaid coverage as soon as possible.
Leave this field empty if you're human:
I can almost hear the critics scoffing as they read this, “Of
he supports
Medicaid expansion. It will benefit his hospitals.” I am making this case as the
CEO of a not-for-profit health care system that is committed to serving all
patients who walk through our doors, regardless of their ability to pay or their
insurance status. I would be making the same case if I was an independent
academic health policy researcher, because Medicaid expansion is the right thing
to do for millions of Americans.
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Every single person in this country has the right to health. But that right is
meaningful only if they have the support they need to live their healthiest lives.
Medicaid is an essential element of an equitable and just American health care
system. When it is available unequally across our country, we fall short of our
most basic obligations to one another. Health should not be determined by
wealth, location, or access. We cannot let the opportunity pass us by to make an
appreciable difference in millions of people’s lives.

Rod Hochman, M.D., is president and CEO of Providence St. Joseph Health14.

